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All Elite Wrestling

On February 26 All Elite Wrestling announced via social media and press release,

which is available at altprowrestling that Lance Archer had signed with the American

wrestling company. This comes shortly after Archer had left the Japanese wrestling

company, New Japan Pro Wrestling. Archer’s final match in New Japan was on

January 5, 2020, in an eight-man tag match. Lance Archer had debuted for New

Japan Pro Wrestling in 2011 and stayed in Minoru Suzuki’s faction, Suzuki-gun, from

May 2011 until he left in January of 2020. Lance Archer has also worked for

TNA(Total Non-Stop Action) and WWE before his 9 year stint in Japan. Archer will be

a huge asset to AEW if used correctly and, after listening to Tony Khan talk about

Archer in a media scrum, I believe that he will be. Archer is the type of wrestler that

could come in at the very top, attacking newly crowned champion, Jon Moxley.

Likewise I can see AEW building a giant like Archer to a championship shot. I would

like to see big man vs big man match-ups with Archer vs Luchasauras and Archer vs

Hager, depending on if Archer comes in as a heel or face.

On February 29, 2020, AEW held their first pay-per-view show of the year, AEW

Revolution. Coming out of the pay-per-view we have a new AEW World champion as

Jon Moxley defeated Chris Jericho in a blood bath. Moxley came to the ring through

the crowd with his eye patch on, covering the injured eye from Jericho’s spike. Chris

Jericho followed next and he had a choir singing his song. The eye patch has

hindered Moxley slightly up until now, but when Jericho tossed Moxley into the ring

post, Moxley busted his head wide-open. The cut was above the eye patch and kept

filling the eye patch with blood. At the end of the match Moxley would remove the

patch to reveal that his eye has healed, but in doing so he poured blood from within

the eye patch in a disgustingly revealing spot. Also on Revolution, Kenny Omega and

Hangman Page retained their tag titles in one of the best tag matches I have ever

seen, and possibly ever. The tag match went just over thirty minutes and Hangman

picked up the win when he pinned Matt Jackson after a Buckshot Lariat. Nyla Rose

retained her title in what most considered a lack-luster match against Kris Statlander.
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MJF defeated Cody when MJF used his Diamond Dozen ring to KO Cody. The MJF vs

Cody match was also very good, Cody is a wonderful babyface and MJF is brilliant at

being a completely unlikable human being. I fully expect the Cody-MJF story will

continue on Dynamite and beyond. PAC defeated Orange Cassidy in a match that

was better than most gave it a chance to be. They went thirteen minutes and even

PAC seemed surprised with just how over Cassidy is with this crowd. This is Orange

Cassidy’s debut match in AEW and is probably one of the most over guys in the

locker room. Darby Allin defeated Sammy Guevara in a match that only went five

minutes officially because Allin attacked Sammy before the bell and they brawled all

over ringside, with Sammy putting Allin through a table with what looked like a 630

corkscrew splash. Jake Hager submitted Dustin Rhodes in the official pay-per-view

opener which was a real slugfest. Hager left Dustin laid out with an arm triangle. The

Buy-In show saw one match when The Dark Order(Evil Uno & Stu Grayson) defeated

SoCal Uncensored. After the match Dark Order beat down SCU when Daniels came

down in a robe pretending to be the Exalted One but then attacked Dark Order. Dark

Order regained control when they beat down Daniels and Colt Cabana came to the

ring to make the save, making his in ring debut for AEW. In the dark match before

the Buy-in show Britt Baker & Penelope Ford w/Kip Sabian defeated Riho & Yuka

Sakazaki.

Tony Khan had some interesting points to make and things to say in his post

pay-per-view media scrum after Revolution. Tony mentions in a throw-away

comment that AEW has some really exciting things coming up in the summer, which

could include be an international tour, pay-per-views, big Wednesday shows, and

possibly things like games. When asked about the upcoming Blood and Guts match

and the term War Games, Tony immediately shuts down the idea of using the War

Games term. The term “blood and guts” was used by Vince McMahon when talking

to investors about the emergence of competition and AEW are running with it. That

is something that The Bucks have done well for a long-time, when something falls in

your lap, use it. In 2017 The Young Bucks received a cease and desist from WWE

after a spoof video released on YouTube. The Young Bucks took that cease and desist,

made t-shirts, and made lots of merch money off it. The Blood and Guts match will
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be in Newark, NJ, on March 25th. Khan mentioned that so far TNT have been okay

with the amount of blood on Dynamite, and Tony goes as far as to say that he checks

in with them to make sure they are okay with everything. Tony hints at the fact that

Dynamite will try to hit more markets, but pay-per-views will almost exclusively in

Chicago and Las Vegas. When asked about moving days, Tony reiterates that he

wants Dynamite to be on Wednesday and pay-per-views on Saturday. Tony mentions

that doing Dynamite overseas would be difficult as he would like to keep the show

live as much as possible and in its regular time slot. Tony said he wouldn’t rule out a

special event or pay-per-view overseas. That goes with what Cody said on an

exclusive AEW C2E2 panel with The Young Bucks and Excalibur, when he stated that

AEW would go outside the US in 2020. Tony mentions that Colt Cabana is signed to a

contract with AEW but can work elsewhere at Tony’s discretion, and Jeff Cobb is not

singed anywhere yet.

Matt Hardy

Matt Hardy has been building to the day his WWE contract ran out, with speculation

running wild, people couldn’t wait to see what was going to happen. Some thought

he was just building to a big WWE story where he would return to TV as the Woken

Matt Hardy, while others assumed that Hardy would show up on AEW as the Exalted

One at the head of Dark Order. Matt released a video on YouTube on March 2, 2020

where he explained that he is letting his contract expire. Matt says he has “nothing

but great things to say about WWE and all the people that work there.” Matt

explains that he and WWE have creative differences in what Matt calls his “last three

or four years” as an active competitor. Matt will take time to rest and asses the

wrestling landscape now he is a free agent, he said he will watch wrestling everyday,

mentioning WWE, NXT, AEW, NWA, Impact Wrestling, ROH, and New Japan by

names. Matt says he still has a lot to give to the wrestling business, but has to do it

his way, and is looking for more creative freedom and input. Matt has put to rest the

spirit that possessed him in the Broken Universe days and is currently fighting
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another spirit on his YouTube series, Free The Delete. Matt teases that the next

episode will be out on Wednesday, March 4th. Matt could show up anywhere, and he

could do it looking very different after his battle with Abomination. After all that I

think Matt is just trying to throw people of the idea that he is definitely showing up

on AEW, because he probably is.

New Japan Pro Wrestling

Due to the world-wide outbreak of Coronavirus, the Japanese Ministry of Health

recommended that big gatherings like wrestling shows should not go ahead. I’m

assuming that the top priority for the Japanese government is the upcoming

Olympics which could be in real jeopardy, and the best, swiftest course of action is to

close theme parks, large public areas and insist that non-essential events don’t take

place. In light of these recent recommendations made on February 26, New Japan

Pro Wrestling has cancelled shows between March 1st to the 15th. These cancellation

will affect eleven shows on the New Japan calendar, including three Anniversary

shows, and nine New Japan Cup shows. The statement on the NJPW website reads:

“In light of recommendations made on February 26 by the Japanese Ministry of

Health connected to the new Coronavirus COVID-19, New Japan Pro-Wrestling has

arrived at the decision to cancel all live events scheduled between Sunday March 1

and Sunday March 15.” The statement goes on to say “Further announcements will

be made at a later date. All ticket holders will be refunded. Please check

njpw1972.com and social media in the coming days for details on the refund

procedure.” New Japan say finally “NJPW has reached this difficult decision after

carefull consideration. Ultimately, the health and safety of our fans, staff and

wrestlers is our highest concern. We remain deeply appreciative of your support of

New Japan Pro-Wrestling.” NJPW will be posting content on njpwworld in place of

these wrestling shows, but it might not be well received by English speaking

subscribers as the content will mostly be interviews and talk show panels with

wrestlers and will only be available in Japanese. Obviously with the Coronavirus still

plaguing the planet there could still be scheduling changes to come from NJPW.


